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are common to both; liberty of speech and of the press—to canvass
freely the acts  of men in power and to express such opinions of
them as we may think useful and as truth will justify—liberty of
conscience in matters of religious faith—securities and safeguards
for the enjoyment of personal liberty, such as the writ of habeas
corpus, trial by a jury of the vicinage &o—the right and protection
of property: what candid American will claim that there are any
very essential differences in these respects between our condition and
that of the people of England.   The fact that the sovereignty, the
supreme power in every branch of our Government rests with the
great body of the people, whilst in that Country only that which
is exercised by the House of Commons is placed in a more limited
portion of theirs, constitutes indeed a valuable and honorable dis
tinction in favor of our unequalled Constitution*.    Yet, it deserves
to be taken into consideration that the advantages we derive from
this superiority are not so much obtained by the actual exercise of
their sovereign power by the people as by the influence exerted upon
their representatives by the important fact of their possession of it
and by its exercise on stated occasions, and so regarded, the differ
ence in our respective conditions will, upon reflection, be found not
so great as may be at first supposed.   In point of fact the power of
public opinion in England and, more especially, that expression of
it which is pronounced by their people through their House of
Commons is as potential and, in certain respects, more so, in con
trolling the action of the remaining branches of the Government as
is the right of the people here to displace them all at stated inter-
vals.   I have -watched the character and course of that power with
much interest, regarding its condition as a safe test of the relative
progress of the conflicting principles of Government embraced in
the English system—monarchical and republican.   My visits to and
temporary residence in that Country on two occasions, with an
interval of a quarter of a century-between them and on both under
circumstances   favorable to  distinct and useful observation, have
afforded me facilities of which I have not failed to avail myself for
arriving at -correct conclusions on this interesting point, and they
have brought me to that here stated; a conclusion which will, I am
well aware, be at first somewhat startling to my republican country
men, but which is nevertheless a true one.   I could, if I had room
for them, which I have not, refer to many circumstances which fell
under my observation, on my second visit, indicative of the great
change that had taken place in the habits and feelings of the people
in favor of principles in the administration of their Government
altogether liberal in character and which, tho' carried out under a
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